Out of money, *Link* skips issues

(Continued from page 1)

The Finance Board made cuts in the UA budget because it did not receive a budget increase from the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs this year, Brown said.

The UA News advertisement continues to run weekly in The Tech, Meltzer said. The Finance Board has started limited-scale funding of *Link* for the next three semesters. The plan subsidizes the newspaper by a percentage of its advertising revenue: 30 percent this term, 20 percent in the spring, and 10 percent in fall 1983.

"We're a bit careful in getting into funding of *Link*," Brown said. The Finance Board does not have a long-term involvement with *Link*, he emphasized. *Link* is in a much better financial situation than it has been in the past, Hofmann said, and the newspaper is now able to pay all of its debts.

There are enough people and enough news issues to continue, Hofmann said. "We really do hope to be out in the future." *Link* was formed in spring 1980 as an alternative to The Tech and Ergo, Hoffman explained. "It was intended basically to be an open forum for the MIT community," he said. "It is still an open forum... and is now also for news and creativity."

When a good friend borrows your car, the tank may not come back full.

But the trunk does.

When you get paid back with interest like this, it sort of makes you wish he'd borrow things more often.

Open up a few cold ones and toast a guy who really knows how to return a favor.

Tonight, let it be "Löwenbräu."

Löwenbräu. Here's to good friends.